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Rui Rodrigues, University of Lisbon

My submission represents photos of two lonely brain neurospheres (aggregates of 
neural stem cells) stained for different markers. I named it "Bridges between 
Neuroscience and Astronomy" considering the similarities between both scientific fields.

-#1 Neural Big Bang
Titled this way because it somehow resembles the initial moment of how (we think) our 
Universe was created.

#2 Suneurosphere
Titled this way because it looks similar to the Sun in our Solar System.
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Alice Louail, Institut de la Vision

Retinal fireworks

Retinal ganglion cells electroporated in utero with a fluorescent marker, and their 
axons projecting to the optic nerve. Image is a color-coded stack. Confocal imaging 
(20x objective).





Albert Barque-Duran, City University London

UlRmate Emoji

What can contemporary scienRfic research in CogniRve Science, technology and art tell us about our 
own cultural preoccupaRons in the twenty-first century (i.e. emoRon percepRon and communicaRon)? 
ULTIMATE EMOJI is a performance and an installaRon that uses an arRficially-generated Emoji sculpture 
to reflect on how digital “memes” shape our present cultural values and understandings of our 
emoRons. 

The sculpture exhibited is first generated by an ArRficial Intelligence (A.I. – Machine Learning), then 3D-
printed in a large-scale format, and finally painted classically during a live- show by the arRst. The 
design and features of the ULTIMATE EMOJI are controlled by the data and
metrics of people’s percepRons and emoRons evoked by the specific urban space and locaRon where 
the performance is currently taking place. This experimental aestheRcs project uses innovaRve 
technology and recent scienRfic research on ComputaRonal Social Sciences to reflect on the impact of 
digital transformaRon in our society. 

A generaRve ambient music set, which is live-ensembled by the arRst, creates a soundscape that gives 
context to the piece. The musical piece is also created using A.I. techniques and with a collecRon of 
sounds sampled from famous digital “memes”. Style, rhythm and scale depend on the movements of 
the arRst during the performance, condiRoning how the piece will sound like.
ULTIMATE EMOJI is a cultural and arRsRc experience where the digital relaRonship and interacRons 
between a human community and its environment is adapRve, coherent and in harmony





video



Lieke van de Haar, University Medical Center Utrecht

E13 Mouse Embryo - Tyrosine Hydroxylase and Neuropilin 2 

13-day old mouse embryo showing the development of the dopaminergic system and 
Neuropilin 2 positive neurons in the olfactory bulb and the habenula. The embryo is 
prepared and has been made transparent with 3DISCO staining and imaged using a 
Lightsheet microscope. 





Jianqun Gao, University of Sydney

A devil eye

The NSCs (neural stem cells)- derived human neurons were iniRally derived from human 
skin cells. These neurons allowed us to generate one of the best disease models for the 
study of neurodegeneraRve diseases such as Parkinson’s disease. This confocal image shows 
the nuclei of these neurons (blue), the connecRons between neurons as a network (green), 
and pathological proteins (yellow).

It seems like a devil eye staring at the surroundings and abempRng to spread the 
pathologies to neighboring neurons. Our research with these neurons is to find out the 
mechanism how these pathologies form and spread and how to intervene in these 
processes, hoping to provide potenRal therapeuRc opRons for treaRng these 
neurodegeneraRve diseases.





Jianqun Gao, University of Sydney

neuron soldiers

Human neurons derived from neural stem cells (NSCs) are used as a tool in the study of 
neurodegenerative diseases. The confocal microscopy allows us to visualize the nuclei of these 
neurons (blue) and the network between the neurons (green and red). This image looks like 
four soldiers fighting with the disease altogether committedly and bravely. The application of 
these neurons provides us with a useful tool to study the mechanism as well as to find out the 
therapeutic options for neurodegenerative diseases.





Jianqun Gao, University of Sydney

neuron ball

Human neurons derived from neural stem cells (NSCs) are used as a tool in the study of 
neurodegenerative diseases. These neurons allowed us to generate one of the best disease 
models for the study of neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease. This confocal 
image shows the nuclei of these neurons (blue), the connections between neurons as a network 
(green), autophagy marker (red) and pathological proteins (yellow).

It seems like a ball of neurons dragged by strings from different directions. Our research with 
these neurons is to find out the complicated mechanism of how these pathologies form to 
better understand the neurodegenerative diseases.





James Bashford, King's College London

Spike No Evil

This image depicts the involuntary muscle twitches (fasciculaRons) characterisRc of amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis. This is a disease that leads to progressive muscular weakness and death within 3-
5 years of symptom onset. FasciculaRons appear before weakness and may help diagnose the 
condiRon or track the course of disease over Rme. The recording shown represents just one tenth 
of a second from non-invasive surface sensors over the biceps muscle. Sixty-four channels record 
simultaneously to depict the underlying complexity. We hope to raise awareness of this incurable 
disease and the important strides neuroscienRsts are taking to eradicate this evil from our 
society. 





Dan Jagger

Face-off

This confocal projection features the mouse utricular macula, a neuro-sensory epithelium 
within the inner ear that contributes to the sense of balance.  Cell-cell junctions (stained blue) 
show the mosaic-like organization of cells within the epithelium.  Mechano-sensory hair cells 
sense disturbances of the fluid that bathes their stereociliary bundle (stained green), and
activate neurons that communicate this information to the brain. The hair cells are oriented in 
a particular direction, as shown by the position of their primary cilium (stained magenta). 
Those to the left of centre face to the right, and vice versa. This programmed planar polarity 
helps the vestibular system sense the direction of movement.





Blake Porter, University Otago

Long Term PotenRal 

We created two model neurons from glass and micro-controllers which are capable of 
many physiological neuronal funcRons such as temporal and spaRal summaRon and LTP 
and LTD. A full demo can be found here: hbps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJeyvr5QPvI 





video



Paul Donlin-Asp, Max Planck Frankfurt

Movie1

A GFP expressing rat hippocampal neuron, imaged every minute for 3 hours. The video 
illustrates the both dynamic, yet stable, connections that underlie learning and memory-
the dendritic spines.



video



Paul Donlin-Asp, Max Planck Frankfurt

Movie2

Intracellular transport in the neuronal processes, both dendrites and axons, revealed by 
imaging lysosomes in rat hippocampal neurons. Imaged every second, for 10 minutes.



video



Ingrid Philippens, Biomedical Primate Research Centre

Wij zijn meer dan ons brein

[submibed in Dutch]
Ondanks intensief Alzheimer-onderzoek, hebben we slechts enkele puzzelstukjes van een grote puzzel
waarvan we het beeld niet weten. En elk puzzelstukje creëert weer een ander beeld. Wanneer we de 
stukjes passen, vervaagt het beeld van de puzzel zoals Alzheimer het beeld in ons vervaagt. Dit voelt
frustrerend.

Dit kunstwerk toont dat wij die stukjes zijn waarvan de samenhang ons mens maakt, onderdeel van 
iedereen. Dat Alzheimer niet alleen de paRënt betreo, maar ons allemaal. Zij kunnen niet spreken
omdat de woorden zoek zijn, maar spreken via dit werk ons toe. Tijdens een Alzheimer-congres in 
Wenen bevonden zich in de hal foto’s van AlzheimerpaRënten. Deze foto’s hebben nog de meeste
indruk op mij gemaakt. Ik zag vele levens voorbijtrekken van vergane jeugd, verliefdheid, verdriet, 
verwachRngen, vreugde, verlangens, eindigend in vergetelheid. Het besef van een universeel patroon, 
in de ogen van ons allen.

Naast wetenschapper schilder ik ook. Via wetenschap hoop ik een puzzelstukje te kunnen toevoegen, 
maar met schilderen kan ik een beeld van de grote puzzel creëren. Het zijn 72 doeken van 50x40 cm 
aan elkaar geschakeld als een grote puzzel van 3 bij 5 meter die het beeld van hersenen laat zien. Voor
elk jaar een doek. 72, de gemiddelde leeoijd waarop Alzheimer zich manifesteert. Een beeld van wat 
ons mens maakt, zodat we voelen en realiseren dat wij dat zijn. Wij zijn ons brein, wij zijn meer dan 
ons brein.



[translation]

Despite intensive Alzheimer's research, we only have a few pieces of a large puzzle of which we do 
not know the picture. And each puzzle piece creates a different image. When we fit the pieces, the 
picture of the puzzle blurs like Alzheimer's blurs the picture in us. This feels frustrating.

This artwork shows that we are those pieces whose cohesion makes us human, part of everyone. 
That Alzheimer's affects not only the patient, but all of us. They cannot speak because the words 
are missing, but they speak to us through this work. During an Alzheimer's congress in Vienna, 
photos of Alzheimer's patients were in the hall. These photos made the biggest impression on me. I 
saw many lifetimes of past childhood, infatuation, sorrow, hopes, joys, desires, ending in oblivion. 
The awareness of a universal pattern, in the eyes of all of us.

Besides being a scientist, I also paint. I hope to be able to add a puzzle piece through science, but 
with painting I can create an image of the big puzzle. They are 72 canvases of 50x40 cm connected 
together like a large puzzle of 3 by 5 meters that shows the image of the brain. A cloth for every 
year. 72, the average age at which Alzheimer's manifests itself. An image of what makes us human, 
so that we feel and realize that we are. We are our brain, we are more than our brain.





David Grayson, University of California - Davis

Amygdala Neurons

A secRon of monkey brain Rssue highlighRng amygdala neurons and their projecRons, aoer 
neurons were transfected with Designer Receptors Exclusively AcRvated by Designer Drugs 
(DREADDs). This image was created as part of a study by XXXX and colleagues to measure the 
global brain consequences of amygdala inacRvaRon. Brown/red/magenta indicate different 
expression levels of the DREADD. The background shows a magnificaRon of transfected 
neurons within the amygdala. 





Mate Marosi and Csaba Csupernyak, Institute of Experimental Medicine-HAS and Femtonics Ltd.)

Fireworks of the brain.    

Max projection of a 2-photon imaged z-stack of the mouse visual cortex, Red is mRuby as a 
structural marker, green is GCaMP6f as calcium sensor.





Geinene Carson

Cycle of Thought

My desire to better grasp my daughter’s rare genetic disorder led me to explore neurons and 
neuro-genesis and create art in response. I never expected to become so intrigued by the 
complexity and beauty of the human brain. My inspiration comes from the hope found in its 
ability to re-circuit around inflicted damage and how our thoughts and responses influence 
that process.

This painting is a visual encouragement to remember how influential our cycle of
thought can be to the transformation process in adopting new ways of thinking and
living.

Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 15 inches H x 30 inches W





Geinene Carson

Flares in Fog

This painRng speaks to the significance of having hope in the midst of uncertainty.
It not only symbolizes the flares of S.O.S. being sent from those suffering from
neurological condiRons, but it depicts a determinaRon to dispel the fog of limited
answers and subsequent isolaRon to discover support and new life on the other
side.

Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 28 inches W x 22 inches H





Geinene Carson

Chandelier

This painting is a depiction of neurons making connections, flourishing in hope and 
reclaiming an area previously void and dark with ornate branches of activity and light.

Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 15 inches H x 30 inches W





Steven Middleton, RIKEN Center for Brain Science

Building a Brain

Computers that are as efficient and powerful as a human brain are often portrayed in science 
fiction. However, achieving this goal is likely to remain confined to Hollywood for the 
foreseeable future. To put in context just how complex the brain is, the circuit depicted here 
comprises only the axonal compartment of a single hippocampal basket cell. That's one of the 
estimated 100 billion neurons, that form 500 trillion synapses in a human brain! 





Markos KapelioRs, Rebeca Alejandra Gavrila, Nele Famaey, Pieter Vanden Berghe,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

Art-of-fact

MulRphoton microscopy image of a human brain bridging vein, in which second harmonics
are used to image collagen fibres. Bridging veins drain the blood from the cerebral cortex
into dural sinuses by puncturing through the dura mater. The shape of a horse within the
image and is a reminder that biological material are never boring.
The image was taken on a Zeiss LSM780 microscope with an objecRve 25x coupled to a
MaiTai DS pulsed laser (@ 850 nm) to generate second harmonics from collagen and elicit
auto-fluorescence. Signals were captured in forward and backward direcRon on BIG
detectors and stored as four colour Z-stacks. A large area of the bridging vein was scanned
and the Z-stacks were sRtched together using a Zeiss sRtching module. Prior to the
calculaRon of the local orientaRons, acquired Z-stacks were denoised and enhanced to
highlight fibrillar structures from the background. Then, for each Z-plane of the stack, the
ImageJ plugin OrientaRonJ was used to extract the local 2D orientaRons of the fibres based
on structure tensors.





Jo Brown, Malik Zaben, Florian Siebzehnrubl, Liam Gray,  Cardiff University

3D culture of human brain tumour cells 

Brain tumour cells removed during surgery were cultured in 3D. The cells 
were stained for markers which tumour cells express differently to healthy 
cells. 





Caryn Holtes

An aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage

This is a drawing and design I created for a students PhD cover. Her topic is, "CogniRve & 
psychosocial outcomes aoer aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage." 

The concept for the artwork was to draw a combinaRon of a face with a tulip (hinRng at the 
garden sezng of the authors book introducRon in which a lady who is gardening suddenly 
suffers from an aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage; and a tulip because the author is 
Dutch). The tulip would contain a red texture to symbolise the subarachnoid hemorrhage 
that the drawing represents. 





Maxime Chamberland

Off-white matter

This image shows a 3D render of the structural architecture underlying the human brain 
derived from diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI). The fibre pathways (or 
streamlines) mimic real bundles of axons forming the brain's white matter. Image synthesis 
was applied as a post-processing step to obtain a photorealistic off-white shading of the 
individual streamlines.









Lucas Javier Sosa, Universidad Nacional Cordoba

Open mind

In brief, this technique consists in practice a cesarean at embryonary day 15 (E15) and 
injected DNA in the lateral ventricle of the embryonic brain (in our case a DNA containing 
GFP-Rab21 Dominant negative protein plus and Dsred expression protein as a control of 
electroporated neurons) and then incorporated into the cells through electroporation. The 
brains of embryos at 18 days of gestation were collected, fixed and sliced using a cryostat. In 
order to identify the migration pattern, Dapi (blue) was used as a marker of the cerebral 
cortex structure. The micrograph was taken using a Confocal-Olympus FV1200 at 40X 
magnification. 





Lucas Javier Sosa, Universidad Nacional Cordoba

Neuroflow

In brief, this technique consists in pracRce a cesarean at embryonary day 15 (E15) and 
injected DNA in the lateral ventricle of the embryonic brain (in our case a DNA containing 
GFP) and then incorporated into the cells through electroporaRon. The brains of postnatal 
offspring at day 4 were collected, fixed and sliced using a cryostat. In order to idenRfy the 
migraRon pabern, Dapi (blue) was used as a marker. The micrograph was taken using a 
Confocal-Olympus FV1200 at 40x magnificaRon. 





Lucas Javier Sosa, Universidad Nacional Cordoba

Following the path

In brief, this technique consists in practice a cesarean at embryonary day 15 (E15) and injected 
DNA in the lateral ventricle of the embryonic brain (in our case a DNA containing GFP) and then 
incorporated into the cells through electroporation. The brains of embryos at 18 days of gestation 
were collected, fixed and sliced using a cryostat. In order to identify the migration pattern, Dapi
(blue) was used as a marker of the cerebral cortex structure. The micrograph was taken using a 
Confocal-Olympus FV1200. 





Niek Brosens, University of Amsterdam

In Utero

The void in which senses are yet out of reach; a process to the formed from the unformed. On 
the journey to conscious experience in which the first imprint constitutes as the foundation for 
cognition. In a changing world, a framework under continuous assessment for a mind in 
constant flux. A mind unborn.

Oil on canvas





Georgy Zarubin, Max Planck InsRtute Leipzig

The Process

Video screen record, where 1st part and window - is about drawing by brain waves as a brush, 
there are a lot of opRons in the app, I just drew simple line as an example, data from EEG 
device, amplitude of oscillaRons is transformed into a brush for mouse with direcRon always 
orthogonal to mouse movement. 2nd part and window - about playing sound samples, which 
distribuRon is related with relaRve power of brain waves in a way, when some of them (alpha 
or beta or theta) has % more than mean value + parameter, then some corresponded tone is 
playing. Background image can be any and can be filtering with blurring and color change 
effects, which parameters also are related with waves expression and abenRon level (the last 
one goes from EEG device). 



video



Georgy Zarubin, Max Planck InsRtute Leipzig

BrainSRm tACS

illustraRon about my PhD project (closed-loop adapRve phase-coupled brain sRmulaRon 
with alternaRng current). It's based on a drawing of brain waves and trees in the head, 
collaged with screen from my main project applicaRon, filtered with deep neural network 
style transfer from a picture with lines of EEG recorded by MindDrawPlay applicaRon, 
addiRonally, golden raRo lines were filled with amplitude of oscillaRons in the same 
applicaRon. 





Georgy Zarubin, Max Planck Institute Leipzig

NeuroVibes

A picture fully drawn with brain waves, representing an idea of looking on 
EEG waves as on a music.





Holly Warren

Floating Neurons

The artwork in all its parts is representative of the brain. Different mediums have been used to 
illustrate the complexity, beauty and plasticity of the brain. Floating Neurons is composed of 
bubble wrap, threads and lights. Brain Trees is made from discarded boxes, paper strips, plastic 
baubles and fairy lights, The Morphology of Ideas comprises threads, PVA glue, hoops, lights and 
digital photography.

An important factor behind the making of the pieces is the use of recycled/repurposed materials. 
The safeguard of the environment is a concept that is embedded in most of the artwork produced 
where the message that wants to come across is that materials have many lives.

The artist’s research in creativity as an instinct wants to provide thought provoking inspiration. 
She works on maintaining the link with the initial creative drive that can be seen in children and 
too soon is detached from the core as educational demands produce a lethargic effect on its 
development.

“Let the mind wander, let the artwork lead. It knows where to go.” (Artist, 2017)



video



Jolly Warren

Connecting Tiles

This artwork wants to be an abstract interpretation of the connections present in 
the brain. A continuous threading of pathways, an ongoing journey through the 
interlacing of information, the beauty, delicacy and complex brain environment.





Holly Warren

Wandering Minds

Wandering Minds is the research for the spontaneous journey of the mind freed from 
conventions thus let to wander and wonder. This natural phenomenon is a starting point in order 
to stimulate creativity and inspire the artist to “make visible” rather than “reproduce the visible.” 
(Klee, 1929) Wandering Minds wants to celebrate the creative instinct and inspire others to a 
spontaneous research in the wonders of the mind. The artwork wants to affirm how the Artist’s 
job as an Atelierista, keeps the creative drive fresh and ongoing through the natural sense of 
wonder.  The artwork wants to celebrate the wandering mind that never ceases to wire thoughts 
looking for connections. Incessantly travelling in time, space and knowledge.



video





Parveen Rahman, University of Bristol

Neurons of Stress

Stressful events leads to long term impact on day to day life and help us to consolidate memories. 
These memories save us from future danger but sometimes cause us to become ill. Here I oil 
painted a stressful rat’s hippocampal immunofluorescent image, showing dentate-gyrus granule 
neurons. Pins were used to show the direct cross talk between these neurons. This is the merged 
expression of ERK1/2 and ELK-1 in dentate-gyrus granule neurons after stress. The colourful
neurons inspired me to take a trip to explore them in oil paintings.

ETS like-1 protein ELK-1 is a protein. It functions as a transcription factor. ERK1/2, Extracellular 
signal regulated protein kinases, members of mitogen activated protein kinase super family.





Marija Jakovljevic, University of Belgrade

Guardians of the Realm

Astrocytes stretching their perivascular endfeet towards blood vessels in the spinal cord 
maintaining a funcRonal blood-brain barrier pivotal for central nervous system homeostasis.  
Glutamine synthetase anRbody is used for labeling astrocytes in the white maber of rat 
spinal cord (green fluorescence), CD39 anRbody for labeling blood vessels and DAPI staining 
for cell nuclei. 





Marija Jakovljevic, University of Belgrade

Perpetual motion

Cell bodies and axons of motoneurons in the ventral horn of a rat spinal cord crucial for 
motoric functions. Motoneuron cell bodies and their axons are labeled with Neurofilament-H 
antibody (green fluorescence), CD39 antibody (red fluorescence) and DAPI for labeling cell 
nuclei (blue fluorescence).





Marija Jakovljevic, University of Belgrade

The fire within

Activated rat spinal cord fibrous astrocytes at the site of inflammatory lesion in an experimental 
model of multiple sclerosis (red fluorescence). Mulitple sclerosis Is a chronic neuroinflammatory 
disease characterized by immune cell infiltration, demyelination and astrocyte and microglia 
activation. Cross-sections of axons are also visible (green fluorescence) as well as cell nuclei (blue 
fluorescence).





Federico Carbajal

ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF A SPOTLESS MIRROR, Tribute to San?ago Ramon y Cajal

Commissioned piece. Mirror, reflec?ve glass, wire, and LED. 11' x 24"' x 8”’ 

“Any man could, if he were so inclined, be the sculptor of his own brain.” San?ago Ramon y Cajal

The piece ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF A SPOTLESS MIRROR is located in the recep?on area of NeuroRX, a company that 
provides professional management of all MRI-related study ac?vi?es. It is specialized in logis?cs of scan handling 
and tracking. ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF A SPOTLESS MIRROR is based on the juxtaposi?on of two concepts: a 
reinterpreta?on of San?ago Ramon y Cajal neuronal drawings and the op?cal effect of an infinite mirror. Galvanized 
wire neurons are inserted between two reflec?ve surfaces. The first face is a mirror, the second one is a reflec?ve 
glass and a source of light between them. The piece ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF A SPOTLESS MIRROR offers several 
kinds of experiences. Viewed from a distance, these minimal sculptural box act as landmarks with a theatrical 
atmosphere. In close proximity, through the illusion of an infinite reflec?on and the metallic neurons it recreates a 
tridimensional neuronal forest. It opens a metaphysical window to the anatomy of our brain in a cellular level. And 
in the collec?ve imaginary, the piece contributes to sharing the fundamental principles of neuroscience to the 
general public. 

With the influence of the old masters and the early works of Alexander Calder, to current digital 3D media and 
architectural representa?on, these tridimensional hybrids bring together drawing, architecture and sculpture in 
order to create a coherent spa?al en?ty. Floa?ng tridimensional sketches of the human body are drawn through 
space with different sheathes of galvanized wire mesh and are assembled and structured with architectural detail. 
Spa?al sketching allows for the possibility of new representa?ons of images in space, exploring the void and the 
dematerializa?on of volume. The physical and metaphysical presence of the human body emanate through a 
combina?on of transparent planes and spa?al lines. 







Federico Carbajal

NEURONAL HYDROPONICS 

Like the entomologist in search of colorful butterflies, my attention has chased in the gardens of the grey 
matter cells with delicate and elegant shapes, the mysterious butterflies of the soul, whose beating of 
wings may one day reveal to us the secrets of the mind.” Santiago Ramon y Cajal

NEURONAL HYDROPONICS is based on the juxtaposition of two concepts: a reinterpretation of Santiago 
Ramon y Cajal neuronal drawings and the optical effect of an infinite mirror. Galvanized wire neurons are 
inserted between two reflective surfaces. Both reflective faces with a source of light between them. 

The piece NEURONAL HYDROPONICS offers several kinds of experiences. Viewed from a distance, 4 minimal 
sculptural light boxes are suspended in the space. In close proximity, through the illusion of an infinite 
reflection and the metallic neurons they recreate a tridimensional neuronal forest. It opens a physical 
window to the anatomy of our brain in a cellular level. And in the collective imaginary, the piece 
contributes to sharing the fundamental principles of neuroscience to the general public. 

Artist Statement: An exploration into the boundaries of space: volume, surface and line; of the immaterial 
form and its perception – its structure and deconstruction. A deep look at the human body, its anatomy 
and the appropriation of its symbols. With the influence of the old masters and the early works of 
Alexander Calder, to current digital 3D media and architectural representation, these tridimensional hybrids 
bring together drawing, architecture and sculpture in order to create a coherent spatial entity. Floating 
tridimensional sketches of the human body are drawn through space with different sheathes of galvanized 
wire mesh and are assembled and structured with architectural detail. Spatial sketching allows for the 
possibility of new representations of images in space, exploring the void and the dematerialization of 
volume. The physical and metaphysical presence of the human body emanate through a combination of 
transparent planes and spatial lines. 







Adrienne Lee, Davidson College

Tell me where is fancy bred, Or in the heart or in the head?

We carry something miraculous within us that constructs our experiences as a human being. The 
brain, an organ that is finite in its materiality, is deceptively infinite in its existence. The types of 
extraordinary emotions we feel as otherworldly - such as those tethered to our history, human 
understanding, and our state of being - are supposedly contained within our brains. How difficult 
indeed to grasp our intellectual understanding of our complex organ. And how curious it seems to 
approach this paradox by an emotional entryway that we create with our heart.

Title of artwork is quoted from Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice. Fancy refers to love. This 
sculptural piece consists purely of multiply layered neuronal webs made out of steel plates. After 
the process of both machine and hand-held plasma cutting, the sheets of neurons were curled 
and welded together; strengthening the balance of the heavy artwork through numerous welding 
points is reminiscent of strengthened connections between neurons in our intricate cerebral 
nervous system. 

Steel, 40 x 50 x 43 inches, 2019







Nora Jamann

Virus meets brain 

This image was taken with a confocal microscope. It depicts neurons sizng in layer 5 of the 
somatosensory cortex and their dendriRc tree that extends towards the surface of the brain. 
They were labeled with the help of a retrograde virus that delivers a fluorescent protein to 
these neurons. Their axons project to deeper brain layers in big bundles running through the 
bobom corner of the image. With the help of this technique neuroscienRsts are now able to 
target specific neuronal populaRons and study their connecRons and intrinsic properRes.





Marieke Verhagen, University Medical Center Utrecht

Dancing Neurons

Two dorsal root neurons in culture intertwined. Their extensions and growth cones scan 
the environment to reach a target destination and form neuronal connections. One 
neuron is transfected with a fluorescent marker shown here with a colorful filter.





Paloma Maldonado

#1

This video art contains a calcium imaging recording of GCaMP6s, from primary 
visual and somatosensory cortex of a postnatal day 11, female, C57BL/6J pup.
The recording was acquired at 20 Hz, but in the video was speeded up to 50 Hz.



video



Sophie Cohen

Sense of Self

To me, this piece is about free will in the face of mental illness. It is about how diseases like
depression influence behavior, blurring the lines that define self-agency. Sometimes we are
not free from our own brain, but rather trapped by the organ we feel we are “meant to
control.”

Materials: oil on canvas board





Title: Woman in Science

By: 031

DescripRon:
Materials: watercolor on paper

I painted this piece as a reminder to myself about the reasons I got into science. Science is a quest
for understanding. However, ooen the day-to-day research can discourage from this ideal – with
focus on money, power, and publishing. Power comes in many forms, including gender. As a
woman I have on occasion felt less powerful in the scienRfic arena than my male counterparts.
This painRng is a reminder that I am not. And a reminder not to get lost in the woods, while
pursuing the truth.




